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Abstract 
Insect pests are a significant risk to the agricultural and horticultural sectors and present a 
major risk to many billions of dollars’ worth of food production. Significant infestations can 
threaten food security, as well as export markets due to importing countries placing restrictions 
on a region of origin. 
This study investigated the Mediterranean fruit fly (Medfly), species name Ceratitis capitata 
(Wiedemann). Fruit flies threaten a $12 billion industry and are widespread. Medfly is the most 
ubiquitous of the fruit fly pest species and therefore poses a significant threat to agriculture 
worldwide. 
The objectives of the project were to develop a low-cost and open source automated fruit fly 
trap, which could be used for remote monitoring of fruit fly traps. Due to various limitations the 
system could not be implemented as initially envisaged but a partially functional system was 
achieved. 
Some system components were successfully or partially implemented. Construction and 
remote operation of a Bosch BME280 temperature, pressure and relative humidity sensor, 
along with provision for data logging for this sensor was implemented. This system was 
successfully operated remotely via a WiFi connection. A 16MP camera was partially 
implemented but failed to perform as expected and further work on this hardware was 
abandoned. An Adafruit neopixel 12 LED ring was successfully implemented, to be used as a 
light source for image collection in the dark. Although the camera did not perform as expected, 
partial success was achieved in processing images by discriminating Medflies within a trap 
using the OpenCV Simple Blob Detector and saving the fly count to a csv file. No other easily 
implementable image processing options were found in OpenCV, which could discriminate 
fruit flies from background. A control algorithm was also developed to drive all the system 
components and to email a csv file with collated weather data and fly counts, with time stamps, 
to a designated email address. A housing for the entire system was designed and 3D printed 
at USQ and a partially operational prototype was constructed. 
The viability of the project is still considered to be feasible, although the work required and the 
challenges involved to achieve completion necessitate that much more time will need to be 
spent on the project to achieve a fully functional model, with potential for many years of further 
development.  
Obtaining a better camera and further development of the fruit fly identification software, power 
management, communication protocols and lighting system are all considered to be important.  
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1 Background 
Insect pests are a major cause of agricultural losses, with between 10% and 16% of produce 
lost during production and a similar amount after harvest. The spread of pests is primarily 
facilitated by human transportation. Major famines have been caused through the destruction 
of staple crops by pests (Bebber, Ramotowski & Gurr 2013). 
There are many locally significant and potentially threatening exotic insect pests in Australia, 
as observed by various agencies (Department of Agriculture and Fisheries - Queensland 
Government 2017, Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development - Western 
Australia n.d., Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment - Australian Government 
2019 and Australian Interstate Quarantine 2019). 
Many insect pests are identified as posing a risk to agriculture and horticulture. Some of the 
potentially high-risk insects are limited to specific regions and / or do not have a long history 
of monitoring in Australia. The fall army worm is such an example. It has only been detected 
in the York Peninsula since January 2020 and in Kununarra (Western AustraIia) in March 
2020, yet is considered to be high risk and has been designated a declared pest (Department 
of Primary Industries and Regional Development - Western Australia 2020). It was not 
considered to be a viable research subject due to its inaccessibility from Perth, especially 
considering likely ongoing travel restrictions due to COVID-19 during the project period, as 
well as budgetary constraints. 
In the fruit-growing industry certain species of Diptera: Tephritidae (fruit flies) are a major pest. 
About 35% of fruit fly species attack soft fruits and some vegetables. Several species are 
critically important pests to fruit crops (De Meyer et al. 2008). All the cited information sources 
list fruit flies as a major threat to fruit and certain vegetable crops. Exotic fruit flies are listed 
as No. 3 in the Top 40 exotic and unwanted plant pests for Australia (Department of 
Agriculture, Water and the Environment - Australian Government 2019). Species that are 
specified include Bactrocera dorsalis (Oriental fruit fly), Zeugodacus curcubitae (Melon fly) 
and Anastrepha ludens (Mexican fruit fly). Only two fruit fly species are listed as being currently 
significant pests in Australia, namely Mediterranean Fruit Fly (Medfly) Ceratitis capitata 
(Wiedemann) and the Queensland Fruit Fly (Qfly) Bactrocera tryoni. Medfly is an exotic pest 
that originated in sub-Saharan Africa (Rahman & Broughton 2019) and Qfly is native to 
Queensland (Broughton 2020). 
In Western Australia the Medfly (see Table 1) has become established. It can affect more than 
200 types of fruit and vegetables. It does not occur on the East Coast of Australia and is 
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reportable anywhere outside Western Australia (Australian Interstate Quarantine 2019). It is 
listed as a priority pest in Queensland (Business Queensland 2019).  
The Queensland Fruit Fly (Qfly) Bactrocera tryoni (see Table 1) attacks a larger range of crops 
than Medfly. It is absent from Western Australia, South Australia and Tasmania but present in 
the other states and territories (Broughton 2020). Cases of Qfly have been reported in the 
Perth region and eradicated periodically (Department of Primary Industries and Regional 
Development 2020). 
The potential losses attributable to fruit flies are very important to the fruit industry. De Meyer 
et al. (2008) reported that losses were US$ 910 million to the Californian fruit industry in 1986, 
excluding an eradication program of US$ 290 million; losses in Israel, Palestinian Territories 
and Jordan were estimated at US$ 192 million in 1997 and losses in Egypt were estimated at 
€190 million in 1997. The same authors and Hafi et al. (2013) quoted the cost of an eradication 
program of Papaya fruit fly (subsequently found to be the same species as Oriental fruit fly 
(International Plant Protection Convention 2014)) in northern Queensland as AU$ 34 million. 
Costs of over AU$ 100 million to government, farmers and exporters, with projected 
eradication costs of AU$55-65 over the subsequent years were reported (Allwood & Leblanc 
1997) and (Hafi et al. 2013). This outbreak also closed markets to Australian produce due to 
bans that were put in place by importing countries (Hafi et al. 2013). Hence, along with direct 
damages, loss of market access is an important consideration in controlling fruit flies.  
Crop losses of >90% for some circumstances were reported by Allwood & Leblanc (1997). 
Researchers mention that accurate loss estimates are difficult to measure and obtain but that 
they potentially make up a significant proportion of the food supply (Allwood & Leblanc 1997 
and De Meyer et al. 2008). 
In the 2018 financial year the Tasmanian government budgeted AU$ 8 million for fruit fly 
eradication and the Federal Government was also reported to have provided AU$ 20 million 
to this cause (Beavis 2018). 
Exotic fruit flies are potentially even more destructive than Qfly or Medfly, as some species 
can survive over a greater range of climatic conditions and can sting fruit at an earlier stage 
of development (Hafi et al. 2013). The estimated gross value of horticultural products that 
would be susceptible to exotic fruit fly species was AU$2.1 billion in 2011-2012. Calculations 
of the potential economic benefit of eradication of a local incursion of exotic fruit fly found that 
a strategy of 95% probability of success would have a net present value (NPV) of more than 
AU$ 2700 million (2013 value) at a cost of eradication of about AU$ 90 million (Hafi et al. 
2013). The produce potentially affected by exotic fruit flies was estimated to be about half of 
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the total, in a horticultural sector worth about AU$ 12 billion per year in 2016-2017 (Plant 
Health Australia n.d.). 
A National Fruit Fly Strategy (NFFS) was implemented in 2010 (Plant Health Australia n.d.b) 
and in 2015 the National Fruit fly Council was established to control fruit fly nationally, as a 
driver to foster coordination and collaboration between stakeholders (Plant Health Australia 
n.d.). Substantial investment in such collaborative fruit fly management and information shows 
how important this pest is to Australian horticulture. Examples include collaboration between 
various management teams (The Goulburn Murray Valley (GMV) Regional Fruit Fly Group 
2019 and Plant Health Australia 2020) and dedicated websites, e.g. (Prevent Fruit Fly 2020, 
Fruit Fly Identification Australia 2020 and Plant Health Australia n.d.). 
Table 1 Relevant fruit fly species identification 




• Adults about 7mm long. 
• Can infest several kinds of 
fruit while they are still 
hard green or immature. 
Most other fruit fly species 
do not infest immature 
fruit. 
• Clear wings. 
• Generally a black back 
and paler abdomen with 
distinctive T-shaped 
marking on the back. 
 
(Business Queensland 2019) 
 
(Fruit Fly Identification Australia 
2020) 
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Common Name Distinguishing features Photo 
Mediterranean 






• About 3-5 mm long. 
• Torax (back) mottled with 
shiny and dull black and 
yellowish-white areas. 
• Abdomen (rear body 
section) yellowish brown 
to brown with 2 pale 
cross bands. 
• Wings are patterned with 
yellow, brown and black 




Fruit Fly (Qfly) 
Bactrocera tryoni 
(Broughton 2020) 
• Approximately 6-8 mm 
long. 
• Red eyes with very short 
antennae. 
• Thorax is reddish-brown 
with yellow patches on 
the sides and back. 
• Abdomen is solid dark 
brown, legs lighter brown 





(Fruit Fly Identification Australia 
2020) 
 
Currently implementation of an Integrated Pest Management (IPM) strategy is considered to 
be the optimal method to protect crops from pests. This approach follows a holistic path to 
pest control, as opposed to practices such as intensive spraying with insecticide. Issues such 
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as insecticide resistance, killing of non-target species and environmental toxicity are all factors 
favouring this approach, along with cost savings associated with lower pesticide consumption. 
Effective and rapid monitoring is an integral part of IPM strategy (CSIRO 2020) and early 
detection of a pest invasion can make elimination possible, where a delay would permit it to 
spread (van Driesche, Hoddle & Center 2008). The ability to replace periodic manual 
monitoring (typically through weekly inspections) by automated systems, reduces a large 
amount of labour required to check and record results for potentially large numbers of traps, 
especially in large farming operations. Automation allows for rapid and targeted responses. 
Monitoring data can be processed to provide daily or even real time warnings, depending on 
the system, as discussed in Section 3.2. 
Modelling by Cros et al. (2002) indicated that the impact of monitoring frequency on limiting 
the spread of an infestation of mobile insects was minimal, although it was significant for slow 
moving infestations such as pathogens and weeds. The dispersal rate of sterilised male 
Medflies, relevant to application of the Sterile Insect Technique (SIT), has been studied in 
several cases. It was found by Meats & Smallridge (2007) that dispersal of sterilised male fruit 
flies from a point of release followed a Cauchy distribution with respect to trap distance vs. 
proportion recaptured. The bulk of flies were recaptured close to the point of release (generally 
within 100 m) and a smaller number were caught up to 9.5 km away. A study by Paranhos et 
al. (2010) found that dispersion after release occurred relatively rapidly, with most dispersal 
happening within a day of release. No studies of natural infestation rates could be found, which 
would be more appropriate for predicting monitoring efficacy under field conditions. It is 
possible that natural infestation rates would differ substantially from the abovementioned SIT 
studies, as a wild population would be more diffuse to begin with and would likely either 
recolonise a former infestation site from pupae remaining at the site or invade the new territory 
opportunistically, initially through the pioneering individuals observed to travel longer 
distances. 
Aside from any possible effect on the rate of advance of an infestation, earlier detection would 
be advantageous in limiting crop damage and also for reducing breeding success, especially 
at times when breeding cycles are shorter. 
1.1 Target insect selection 
Due to considerations of economic significance, research interest, location, cost and 
convenience, as well as travel restrictions associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, the Medfly 
was considered to be an ideal research subject for this project. Aside from being an 
established pest, which would be accessible without long distance travel, it would be 
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sufficiently technically challenging to identify through an automated monitoring system. This 
is because it is relatively small (3 to 5 mm long (Business Queensland 2019)), yet large enough 
to obtain reasonable photographs with a standard camera of high enough resolution. Any 
detection technology that is developed for it is likely to be applicable or easily adaptable to 
larger insect pests and potentially smaller easily recognisable species, as long as they can be 
lured to a suitable trap with selective (pheromone) bait. Trapping standards, equipment and 
methods are well developed for monitoring fruit fly, which supports performance assessment 
and comparison as well. 
2 Ethical considerations 
Ethical concerns for this project were minor. It did not propose to use technology that is 
different to current standards of best practice with respect to animal cruelty concerns. 
Automation and a low-cost open source platform may reduce employment and business 
opportunities for insect monitoring but is likely to have an overall beneficial impact in the 
horticulture industry, particularly for farmers with fewer resources than large farming 
enterprises. Some additional waste will be generated over time but with the benefit of much 
less travel for inspection. The potential for recycling could also limit this impact. Overall the 
project is therefore considered to be beneficial. 
3 Literature Review 
3.1 Ceratitis capitate (Medfly) 
Medfly is considered to be one of the most invasive pests worldwide, due to its tolerance for 
a wide range of climatic conditions. Although it originated in sub-Saharan Africa (Sciarretta et 
al. 2018 and Rahman & Broughton 2019) the ecological niches and potential geographical 
distributions of Medfly are large and it is therefore considered to be the most serious fruit fly 
pest internationally (De Meyer et al. 2008). Potential distribution was modelled by De Meyer 
et al. (2008) using the genetic algorithm for rule-set prediction (GARP) and principal 
components analysis (PCA) methods. The GARP method was found to be a better predictor 
than the PCA method. The study found that Medfly thrives in both tropical and sub-tropical 
environments, with its predicted potential range, according to the GARP method, shown in 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Potential Ceratitis capitata distribution according to GARP model (De Meyer et al. 2008). 
The Medfly has been established in Western Australia for more than 100 years (first detected 
in Claremont in 1895 (Broughton 2018)) and affects most commercial fruit crops as well as 60 
native fruit species. It was also reportedly present in New South Wales but was displaced by 
Qfly (Cook & Fraser 2014). Medfly are able to survive to near freezing temperatures for several 
weeks (De Lima et al. 2011 and Al-Behadili et al. 2019) and were found to survive in the Perth 
area of Western Australia over winter (Rahman & Broughton 2019). 
The level of management of fruit flies depends on their breeding cycle, which is temperature 
dependent. Medflies become active when the temperature exceeds 12°C and complete a 
lifecycle in 28 - 34 days in summer and 60 – 115 days in winter (Broughton 2018). The rate of 
growth is linearly dependent on temperature in the range from 15°C to 30°C. Medfly is not 
tolerant of temperatures of 35°C or higher (Duyck & Quilici 2002). Formulas for growth rates 
for different stages of development at different constant temperatures are provided in Table 2, 
reformulated from linear regressions done by Duyck & Quilici (2002). Other factors such as 
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Table 2 Formulas for calculating development times of Medfly lifestages, based on Duyck & Quilici (2002). 
Life stage Development time 
Egg 100 / (3.5 41.2)D T= −  
Larva 100 / (1.1 11.5)D T= −  
Pupa 100 / (0.7 7.8)D T= −  
Ovarian maturation of adult females 100 / (1.1 9.9)D T= −  
D = Days for development, T = Temperature in °C 
Cook & Fraser (2014) expected that increasing regulation of organophosphate pesticides 
would increase control costs in Western Australia and that eradication using the Sterile Insect 
Technique (SIT) would be more cost effective than ongoing control using bait sprays and 
intensive trapping. The SIT technique is currently favoured as an important fruit fly control 
strategy in Australia, as evidenced by its use in both Western Australia (Broughton 2019) and 
South Australia (PIRSA 2020). 
The SIT technique relies on the use of gamma rays or X-rays to irradiate large numbers of 
males to sterilise them (Hendrichs & Robinson 2009), although genetically modified flies have 
also been trialled (Palmer 2017). Sterile males are released to mate with wild female 
populations. Unviable eggs are produced and populations subsequently fall as a result. Other 
commonly used control strategies are bait sprays and trapping of male flies to reduce 
breeding, as well as removal of unharvested and fallen fruit that can facilitate breeding 
(Broughton 2019 and Prevent Fruit Fly 2019). 
Trapping of fruit flies is used as an integral part of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) strategy, 
as an indicator for implementation of control measures. IPM has become one of the most 
effective pest management strategies, due to environmental concerns and increasing costs 
associated with traditional pesticide spraying methods (Wen & Guyer 2012). Trapping 
facilitates a rapid response to any outbreaks, limiting the potential for them to spread and 
reducing the cost of control. Both male and female trapping systems are used. The male 
trapping system relies on the use of pheromone lures and the female trapping system relies 
on a protein-rich food source as a lure. Males are also attracted to female traps (Prevent Fruit 
Fly 2019). 
3.2 Existing insect detection systems 
Currently several manual detection systems are in use for detection of fruit flies and other 
pests. A search of regulatory websites did not indicate that any specific designs are advocated 
for regulatory purposes, although specific traps are generally used for specific pests. A 
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selection of available trap designs that were found through web searches are shown in Table 
3. For fruit fly detection, Lynfield traps are considered to be the standard method (BioTrap 
2020) and for moths delta traps are considered to be standard (BioTrap 2020). 
A selection of automated electronic trapping systems is summarised in Table 4. Such systems 
are increasingly popular to reduce costs and labour, as well as to provide more rapid 
information that increases the likelihood and reduces the cost of an effective response. 
Table 3 Manual insect detection systems. 
Description Image 
The Lynfield Trap is used as standard monitoring 
device for fruit flies. It consists of a disposable clear 
plastic container measuring 115 mm deep and 100 
mm diameter at the base. It has a screw top with 
diameter of 90 mm and four equally-spaced holes of 
25 mm diameter, 45 mm below the lip of the container. 
Four equally spaced drainage holes of 2mm diameter 
are drilled on the outer part of the base. The container 
lid includes a fixture to attach pheromone / insecticide 
wicks on the inside and a hook for hanging it on the 
outside. It is suspended from a branch on a wire about 
15 cm long. 
 
(BioTrap 2020) 
Bugs for Bugs Fruit Fly Traps are used for monitoring 
the population of fruit fly and are used with a protein 
attractant, combined with insecticide, that is effective 
at attracting and killing both Qfly and Medfly adults. 
They are also recommended to be used with male 
traps that use pheromone lures and insecticide to 
attract and kill male fruit flies.  
(Bugs for Bugs n.d.) 
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The Searles’ fruit fly trap used to attract and kill male 
Qfly. It is used with a pheromone and insecticide lure, 
which is replaced every three months.  
 
(Searles Garden Products 2017) 
The eco-lure is also a fruit fly trap used to attract and 
kill male Qfly. It is also used with a pheromone and 
insecticide lure, which is replaced every three months. 
 
(Organic Crop Protectants 2019) 
The Gepro fruit fly trap is used with a Mediterranean 
fruit fly bait to attract and trap adult Medfly. It does not 
use insecticide. A similar trap is sold by the same 
company for trapping male Qfly using pheromone 
lures. 
 
(Gepro Distributors 2016) 
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The Biotrap V2 X fruit fly trap is designed for use with 
various baits and attractants, to attract and kill fruit 
flies. It is advertised as lasting more than 5 years. 
 
Biotrap sells various attractants, including protein 
attractants for male and female flies, as well as 




The Biotrap Jackson Trap is advertised as an 





Table 4 Electronic insect detection systems. 
Description Image 
A smart trap developed at the University of 
Southern Queensland to trap and photograph 
moth pests. Photographs are then uploaded to 
a website for viewing and identification. 
 
(McIntyre 2016) 
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Description Image 
The Trapview system has been in 
development since 2013 and relies on a sticky 
surface to trap pests, which are attracted with 
pheromone lures. The trapped insects are 
photographed and the photographs 
subsequently uploaded to the cloud over 
mobile internet. Pests are automatically 




A self-cleaning Trapview model, as installed for 
trials by the local distributor ADAMA, through 
the Northern basin of the Murray-Darling 




The Snaptrap is an Australian invention and 
records high resolution images, along with 
temperature and humidity data for life-cycle 
prediction. It connects to the mobile phone 
network to upload images. It can be fitted onto 
various trap types, including Lynfield traps for 
fruit fly, Delta traps for codling moth, as well as 
other types. (Snaptrap 2017, von Hörchner 
2018 and Prevent fruit fly 2017) 
  
(Prevent fruit fly 2017) 
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Description Image 
Cloud-connected fly traps with high resolution 
cameras have been deployed in the Goulborn 
Valley. Manually captured photos and GPS 
information are uploaded to Microsoft Azure for 
analysis and crowd-sourced information is 
distributed to participating growers. This 
system may be equivalent to the early stages 
of the snaptrap concept, although it is not clear 
from the source article. At the time of writing it 
was under continued development. 
 
(Gutierrez 2017) 
DTN Smart Trap uses pheromone lures and 
standard sticky cards to trap insects and takes 
photos with a connected camera. Images are 
uploaded to the internet over the mobile phone 
network to be analysed using machine vision. 
Reports are then produced for download. 




The RapidAIM system was designed by former 
CSIRO employees and is currently being 
marketed as a low-cost option for automated 
fruit fly detection. It is suitable for both Qfly and 
Medfly. The technology works using capacitive 
sensors that detect insect movements and 
uploads results to the cloud using Narrow Band 
IoT transmissions (RapidAIM 2018, Duckett 




3.3 Electronic Insect Detection Systems 
Automated insect detection has several potential benefits. A shortage of trained insect 
taxonomists makes routine identification tasks unproductive and few are specialised in specific 
species of interest. Additionally, manual data collection is expensive and inefficient and causes 
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delays in data collection where manual counting is required (Hernández-Serna & Jiménez-
Segura 2014, Valan et al. 2019 and Chulu et al. 2019). 
Automated insect identification research has been attempted at least since the mid-1990s, 
using image processing. Until the past few years all the models relied on ‘handcrafted’ feature 
extraction, using either a manual procedure or an algorithm (Valan et al. 2019). Automated 
identification has met with limited success until recently, due to issues such as differing 
morphology through different life stages, sexual dimorphism, colour morphs, differences in 
pose and missing limbs (Valan et al. 2019). Distinguishing features that have been used for 
taxonomic identification include wing venation patterns (Arbuckle et al. 2001) or outlines of 
wings or insect bodies as summarised by Valan et al. (2019). As early as 1990, automated 
fish identification was being achieved with success rates of up to 90%, using image analysis 
coupled with discriminant analysis (Strachan & Nesvadba 1990). Between the 1990s and 
about 2014, various systems using multi-criteria image processing combined with traditional 
machine learning classification techniques were used to develop automated insect detection 
algorithms. Examples of machine learning classification methods include artificial neural 
network (ANN) classification (Hernández-Serna & Jiménez-Segura 2014 and Miranda, 
Gerardo & Tanguilig 2014) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) methods (Yang et al. 2015 
and Wang, Lin & Liang 2012). Accuracies varied but values of more than 98% could be 
achieved in some cases with accuracies in the mid 70% to mid 80% range being more 
common (Wang, Lin & Liang 2012 and Wen & Guyer 2012). Image processing, using global 
and local features, along with five different classifiers were used by Wen & Guyer (2012) with 
limited success, including: Minimum least square linear classifier (MLSLC), normal densities 
based linear classifier (NDLC), K nearest neighbour classifier (KNNC), nearest mean classifier 
(NMC) and a decision tree (DT). 
In recent years research on species recognition has shifted towards deep learning techniques, 
primarily based on convolutional neural network (CNN) methods. This shift has been driven 
by increasingly sophisticated image recognition models developed by various researchers, 
with error rates below 10% being achievable since 2014 (on ImageNet data set) and below 
5% since 2015 on the same dataset. Similarly the same error rates were achieved on the 
CIFAR10 dataset in 2016 (Khan et al. 2020). The CIFAR10 dataset contains 10 object classes. 
Since then the CIFAR100 dataset is has become the new benchmark. The CIFAR100 dataset 
contains 20 superclasses and 5 classes for each superclass (Krizhevsky, Nair & Hinton 2015). 
The history of predictive accuracy based on the CIFAR100 dataset is shown in Figure 2, 
showing that accuracies above 90% have only been achieved recently (Paperswithcode 
2020). 
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Figure 2 History of image classification accuracy for the CIFAR100 dataset (Paperswithcode 2020). 
All the recent research reviewed for this work relied on deep learning methods that extract 
relevant classification information automatically, instead of using traditional ‘handcrafted’ 
image processing techniques (Valan et al. 2019). The basis for most of these models is various 
implementations and adaptations of CNNs (Glick & Miller 2016, Cheng et al. 2017, Xia et al. 
2018, Sun et al. 2018, Motta et al. 2019, Chulu et al. 2019, Thenmozhi & Srinivasulu Reddy 
2019 and Hansen et al. 2020). A CNN optimised by ‘deep residual learning’ was used by 
Cheng et al. (2017) to achieve an accuracy of >98% on 10 classes of agricultural pests. Valan 
et al. (2019) applied the VGG16 CNN model (Simonyan & Zisserman 2015) and extracted 
feature matrices from different convolutional layer blocks of differing dimensions, prior to 
MaxPooling filter layers that reduce the matrix dimensions. The extracted feature matrices 
were fed to an SVM for classification. The data and model for the publication by Valan et al. 
(2019) have been made available online. 
The images that have been used for classification differ for the various CNN models that have 
been implemented. Valan et al. (2019) tested square images of 128, 224,320, 416 and 512 
pixels and found that images of 416 pixels performed best in most models, with the exception 
of one that performed better at 320 pixels. The default image size for the VGG16 model is 224 
pixels. Image dimensions of 450 x 750 pixels were used by Xia et al. (2018), various 
dimensions were used by Motta et al. (2019) and larger images were resized to 600 x 600 
pixels (Sun et al. 2018) and 227 x 227 pixels (Thenmozhi & Srinivasulu Reddy 2019). 
Training of deep learning CNN models requires major computational resources and a large 
data set. Due to this constraint it has become common practice to use a technique referred to 
as ‘transfer learning’, where a model trained on a generic dataset is used to solve more 
specialised tasks. This method was used commonly in the reviewed research on automated 
insect identification using CNNs (Valan et al. 2019, Chulu et al. 2019 and Thenmozhi & 
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3.4 Software 
Deep learning generally refers to the use of deep neural networks, i.e. neural networks with 
more than 3 hidden layers and up to 150 (MathWorks 2020). For computer vision the CNN 
architecture is generally used to detect and classify images. Major differences between what 
is referred to machine learning vs deep learning are that machine learning requires manual 
feature extraction and deep learning does not and the algorithm converges with machine 
learning but scales with the data with deep learning (MathWorks 2020). 
Currently the Python programming language is favoured for the development of deep learning 
applications. Python is relatively easy to learn and has many free software libraries available 
for data processing and analysis. Two deep learning packages that are currently favoured and 
that are being actively developed are Tensorflow 2.0 (developed by Google) and PyTorch 
(originated at Facebook) (Stöffelbauer 2020). Both packages are capable of using GPU 
acceleration on Nvidia graphics cards running Nvidia CUDA software, which is a parallel 
computing platform that enables general computing on graphics processing units (Nvidia n.d.). 
Tensorflow has inbuilt GPU support, whereas PyTorch can interface directly with Nvidia CUDA 
support (Kurama 2020). 
For computer vision purposes the current preferred software is OpenCV 4, which is freely 
available and actively developed. It is available with C++, Python, Java and MATLAB 
interfaces and Windows, Linux, Android and MacOS installers. OpenCV 4 was released in 
November 2018, with the current version being Ver. 4.4.0., released in July 2020 (OpenCV 
2020). 
3.5 Hardware 
The Raspberry Pi 4B and Nvidia Jetson Nano are currently the dominant low-cost 
development platforms for machine learning applications. The Jetson Nano was much more 
expensive at project commencement but the prices have since converged, with the the 
Raspberry Pi 4 (4GB version). The Jetson Nano is a much faster platform for use in machine 
learning and machine vision applications. This is due to an on-board CUDA enabled GPU 
processor. October 2020 pricing for the Raspberry Pi 4B (4GB) is AU$130 and for the Jetson 
Nano AU$ 200.65 from Core Electronics. Several other platforms are available but are 
generally more expensive (Q-engineering 2020). For applications that do not require real-time 
processing, slower computers are adequate. As real time processing is not envisaged for the 
proposed application, consideration was also given to Arduino platforms and the Raspberry 
Pi Zero. 
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A literature search of software capable of running machine learning models on 
microprocessors indicated that Tensorflow Lite for Microcontrollers (e.g. Arduino) is currently 
in development (Tensorflow 2020) but will only be able to run with limited functionality. All 
Raspberry Pi models are able to run Tensorflow Lite or the full Tensorflow package (Duncan 
2019), although memory size and processing speed will limit which programs can be run on 
particular models of Raspberry Pi. PyTorch can be run on Raspberry Pi 3B and 4B models 
(Kanda 2018 and Das 2020) and PyTorch Mobile is in development, with likely future support 
for Raspberry Pi (Johnson 2019). 
In addition to software considerations, the computing options for high resolution cameras were 
also investigated. Low resolution cameras are not considered suitable for identifying multiple 
insects from single photos, although could be considered if insects could be positioned within 
a limited frame. For single image captures low resolution images will not provide adequate 
resolution for reliable image classification. Low power microcontrollers such as Arduino are 
incapable of running high resolution cameras, thus making Raspberry Pi computers the most 
affordable feasible option. Many high-resolution camera models are available for use with the 
Raspberry Pi, with the highest resolution that could be found through an internet search being 
18MP, although a 16MP option was more likely to be a practical solution due to a substantial 
cost difference between the two models (Arducam 2019). 
To upload data from field units, various communication options are available. Most remote 
systems on the market rely on 3G and 4G mobile networks to operate (Trapview 2013), 
(Snaptrap 2017). In areas where poor mobile access is available, such as various parts of 
rural Australia, alternative methods must be considered. A review of options available for 
Raspberry Pi computers found that in addition to traditional mobile internet, three other viable 
options may prove more useful in rural areas, namely Narrow Band IoT, LoRa and long 
distance WiFi. 
Narrow Band IoT is a radio transmission technology supplied by mobile internet service 
providers and is the technology used by the RapidAIM system (Russell 2020). It operates in a 
narrow band of the LTE spectrum, specifically for interfacing with IoT devices. It is installed 
along other mobile technologies at cellular base stations. Although this technology is slower 
than broadband mobile internet, it requires less energy and provides much greater areal 
coverage. Uplink data rates of 127 kbit/s and download rates of 159 kbit/s are achievable for 
the LTE Cat NB2 standard (Lupori 2020). 
LoRa (Long Range) is a radio transmission technology used for data transfer. It can transmit 
data for up to 30 miles (48 km), has low cost and power requirements and accommodates 
encryption and geolocation (Semtech n.d.). It is limited to intermittent transfers at low data 
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transfer rates (250 bit/s to 11 kbit/s), so can only be used for low-volume data reporting 
purposes rather than large-scale data transfers (The Things Network 2020). 
Long range WiFi uses standard WiFi protocols but achieves greater transmission range than 
domestic and commercial WiFi systems through application of higher power and / or 
directional antennas. Broadband transmissions at ranges of 30+ km are achievable (Ubiquiti 
2020). Cost and complexity can be expected to be greater for long range WiFi than for the 
aforementioned systems. 
In many locations standard mobile broadband services may be usable and this functionality 
can easily be included as a data transfer option along with any of the others. Raspberry Pi 
hats1 are available to implement all of these technologies. 
4 Aims and Objectives 
The aim of this research was to develop an insect identification and counting system capable 
of cost-effective monitoring of insect pests. The system would be built as cheaply as possible, 
using low-cost hardware and open source software. Effective data processing and a 
communications protocol that would enable the system to operate as a network were 
additional aims. 
The research was to be done on Medfly in the Perth Metropolitan area of Western Australia. 
Hence the monitoring system would be specifically aimed at complying with the specifications 
of the Lynfield trap, which is the standard monitoring system for this species presently. 
Consideration would also be given to designing the system to be adaptable for other species. 
This would help to improve species discrimination and would simultaneously be useful for 
expanding the use of the apparatus for other species. Identifying other species was not a 
specific objective of the project. 
The following objectives were set at the start of the project: 
• Collect fruit flies in a trap or traps to enable the collection of photographic data. 
• Capture photographs of trapped fruit flies that are representative of photographs that 
can be captured by a Raspberry Pi Camera. 
• Set up a Raspberry Pi computer to capture images from a camera and readings from 
a pressure, temperature, humidity sensor. Potentially include a GPS module for 
automated position reporting. 
 
1 Add-on circuit boards with specific additional functionality.- 
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• Install suitable software to process all data and to potentially transmit it to a receiving 
computer. 
• Obtain additional images for model training and calibration from other sources. 
• Utilise OpenCV software for insect image extraction and pre-processing and 
Tensorflow software for image classification, using the method of Valan et al. (2019). 
Process all data on-board the Raspberry Pi computer to remove the need to subscribe 
to online services or transmit images unnecessarily, so that low bandwidth data 
communications can be used and additional computer equipment will not be needed. 
• If time and resources permit, optimise hardware specifications based on performance 
characteristics of the final model, to minimise the cost for a viable monitoring system. 
• If time permits, establish and implement a method for sending relevant data by WiFi, 
LoRa or Narrow Band internet methods, for application in areas with poor mobile 
internet coverage. 
5 Materials and Methods 
5.1 Study site 
Since Medfly is prevalent throughout the Perth region and Western Australia in general, a 
study site was to be established at home to test the prototype equipment in a practical context. 
In recent years there have been signs of fruit fly damage, suggesting this study site would be 
effective. Being able to work at home facilitated the use of home wifi to test communication 
and enabled manual checking and modifications to equipment during development. It also 
avoided unnecessary travel during the COVID-19 pandemic, with possible ‘lock-downs’ being 
an ongoing concern throughout the project period. A location map of for the study site is shown 
in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Location map for study site. 
5.2 Computer hardware and software 
The following computer hardware and software, as well as consumables were specified for 
the project: 
• Raspberry Pi Zero W and Raspberry Pi 4B (8GB) model. 
• Bosch BME280 temperature, pressure and relative humidity (PTH) sensor to record 
weather conditions affecting the Medfly breeding cycle. 
• U.USV Professional power management hat, to power the Raspberry Pi on and off at 
defined intervals, to conserve batteries (only to be implemented if adequate progress 
was made on other tasks). This hat is also capable of managing battery charging if 
solar charging is to be implemented in the field. 
• Lynfield trap (by BioTrap). 
• TriMedLure Pheromone attractant wicks and DDVP (Dichlorvos) insecticide cubes (by 
BioTrap). 
• Arducam IMX298 16MP camera. Calculations based on the 100 mm diameter of the 
Lynfield trap showed that a 3 mm fruit fly will occupy about 105 pixels along its length, 
for the minimum dimension of a 16 MP sensor resolution (3496 pixels). The highest 
resolution official Raspberry Pi camera at this time is the 12.3 MP version, which would 
Perth 
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achieve a section of 81 pixels over a 3 mm minimum length of a Medfly, thereby 
substantially limiting visible detail compared with higher resolution options. An 18 MP 
Arducam camera is available for the Raspberry Pi but is too costly to justify given the 
project objectives and budget (US$ 120 vs US$60 for the 16 MP camera), although it 
would improve resolution to 118 pixels over a 3 mm length. The 16 MP camera was 
also found to be suitable insofar that it has a 60° field of view. The presence of an 
electronic lens adjustment option was also expected to allow for implementation of 
autofocus, which would allow for sharp images down to a minimum object distance of 
5 cm. This would allow for most of the field of view to be filled by the base of the trap 
if the design could be optimised, assuming an optimal camera housing setup. 
• Free software, including: 
o Raspbian (renamed Raspberry Pi OS) operating system. 
o Python with SciKit-Learn, OpenCV 4.4.0 and TensorFlow 2.0 libraries. 
• A trap housing was designed in Autodesk Fusion 360 and the parts were 3D printed at 
USQ and posted to me. 
• An MB3725 multi-port USB portable charger was used for the power supply. 
5.3 Hardware design 
The hardware design was constructed as planned, based on the equipment specified in Table 
5 but excluding the S.USV energy and time management hat, as time did not permit for the 
time and power management functions to be implemented. 
The Raspberry Pi 4B (8GB) computer was set up according to instructions provided according 
to (Raspberry Pi 2020) and (Core Electronics 2019). Both headless operation and GUI 
operation are required, as headless operation allows for remote control, which is necessary 
for controlling the apparatus inside its housing and GUI operation allows for working directly 
on the Raspberry Pi computer and viewing outputs. Headless operation and file transfers were 
done using the secure shell (SSH) communication protocol via PuTTY connection software 
and FileZilla software respectively. A Raspberry Pi Zero W computer was also set up in the 
same way and was found to be capable of running the Arducam camera but with slow overall 
performance. This was considered to be a major drawback for development purposes but may 
be acceptable for field implementation if the computer can run the Tensorflow code required 
for fruit fly identification. The frequency of monitoring and computing requirements would also 
be a consideration if long computing times are required. 
The Arducam IMX298 16 MP camera was set up according to the instructions provided in 
(Arducam 2020 and GitHub 2020). After setup it was discovered that the camera resulted in 
an error when running on the Raspberry Pi 4B 8GB, which was found to be due to the 8GB 
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version of the Raspberry Pi 4B not yet being supported by the MIPI camera driver software. 
Arducam provided a software update on 28th June 2020, which enabled the Arducam MIPI 
software to be used after it was reinstalled. Due to slow performance development on the 
Raspberry Pi Zero W was stopped at this stage, with a view to re-evaluating it once the 
required computing resources were known. 
Once operational, the different algorithms in the MIPI software suite were tested in an attempt 
to obtain good quality images from the IMX298 camera. This phase of the work became a 
major bottleneck in the project, as the camera software and camera hardware do not have a 
manual and are relatively poorly documented in terms of their capabilities. The demo 
algorithms provided were modified in an attempt to activate autofocus, to change timing to 
allow for adjustments to stabilise and to adjust white balance and exposure. Although 
moderate success was achieved for some tests, it was revealed by Arducam technical support 
on 17 September 2020 that the camera did not officially support automated functions due to 
the lack ISP functionality on the camera. Further development of the camera implementation 
was abandoned. 
The Adafruit neopixel 2852 was set up according to (Rembor 2020), using the level shifting 
chip option. The power supply is through a USB3 connector, allowing it to be run from a 
separate connection to the same power pack that powers the Raspberry Pi computer. 
The Bosch BME280 PTH sensor was installed according to (Matt 2016) and suitable start 
code, with an MIT license, was obtained from (Nicolai 2020) to read sensor data. 
The 3D design that was used to create the 3D printed housing is shown in Figure 4, with the 
Raspberry Pi computer and the intended S.USV power / clock board indicated (downloaded 
from grabcad.com). The assembled electronic components are shown in Figure 5. The base 
of the assembled apparatus is shown in Figure 6 (excluding the trap base) and a view with the 
neopixel illumination activated, with electronics exposed is shown in Figure 7. The fully 
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captured. This is possible because the neopixel can be set to retain its state until it receives a 
signal to change it. For active operation a conventional parallel processing approach is 
required, which uses a subprocess to run the neopixel separately but under the control of the 
main algorithm. 
Parallel or prior operation of the PTH sensor is also considered desirable because of heating 
of the CPU that will occur during operation of the Raspberry Pi computer, thereby likely 
affecting measurement accuracy after a period of time, as the heat is dissipated through the 
housing and potentially the surrounding air. The Bosch BME280 sensor is also prone to self-
heating (Adafruit forum 2016) during operation, which implies that measurements should be 
taken as soon as possible after the sensor is initialised to minimise this effect. If PTH 
measurements are to be collected on a different schedule to images, parallel processing and 
separate time management processes would be required. To maintain data integrity and allow 
for periodic data transmission, that is not necessarily real-time, PTH data is stored in a csv file 
for later retrieval. 
The Arducam IMX298 image is saved as a jpeg file for processing and optional retrieval. The 
saved jpeg image is then retrieved by an OpenCV algorithm and processed for fruit fly 
detection and identification. Once identified fruit flies have been counted the count data is 
collated with PTH data for the relevant period into a new csv file and sent to a designated 
email address. Once transmission is complete the Raspberry Pi is shut down. The S.USV 
power and time management board would control start-up and shutdown routines in a fully 
implemented system, however, due to various complications and delays, as well as the 
manual for the S.USV board only being available in German, the power and time management 
functions could not be implemented in the available time. These operations were therefore still 
done manually at the stage of the project that was reached. 
Implemented python code is included in Appendix B. 
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The process of implementing this system was hampered by several issues, which are 
summarised below: 
• Due to the difficulty in obtaining good quality images with the Arducam IMX298, 
discrimination was expected to be poor until this could be rectified. 
• The algorithm of Valan et al. (2019) was written using older versions of Python, 
OpenCV and Tensorflow, which complicated integration between different software 
components and required that the code be updated. 
• The algorithm of Valan et al. (2019) requires additional software development to be 
implementable as intended. The algorithm is only designed to identify insects from 
single images. Hence, to be useful for identification for this project, prospective insect 
images first need to be extracted for processing by the algorithm or the algorithm’s 
functionality must be extended to search for fruit flies prior to identifying them. 
• The adequacy of the training dataset is doubtful and, both in terms of size and quality. 
Typically thousands of images are required for a good training dataset. The training 
dataset assembled so far contains 711 Medfly images, of which many are duplicates 
and dorsal views. These factors indicate that the dataset in its current form would be 
both insufficient and biased if used for training. 
• A test run on the Raspberry Pi 4B (8GB) found that the algorithm of Valan et al. (2019) 
had insufficient memory to run in its original form. The code therefore needs to be 
modified and / or tested using the 64-bit Raspberry Pi operating system that can 
address the full computer system memory. The 64-bit operating system is still in the 
beta development stage at the time of writing and hence compatibility and reliability is 
expected to be a concern. The high memory requirement also indicates that running 
this algorithm on the Raspberry Pi Zero W will be challenging, if at all possible. 
Conversion to a Tensorflow lite version would be a minimum requirement. 
Based on these considerations, a simpler system was sought for initial detection and potential 
extraction of image frames for identification. After a process of elimination the OpenCV Simple 
blob detector method was investigated further, the results of which are discussed further in 
section 6.4. 
More sophisticated algorithms were considered but were eliminated due to requiring relatively 
accurate image matches relative to the variability in lighting, pose and orientation displayed 
by fruit flies in a trap. To accommodate such variability only the deep learning approach is 
expected to work satisfactorily (Goodfellow, Bengio & Courville 2016 and Valan et al. 2019). 
This was also the intended method to be used for the project but could not be implemented 
due to the reasons mentioned above. 
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5.5.1 Training images 
Training images were obtained from the internet. Images for the target species of this study 
were sought from idigbio.org (the same source used by Valan et al. 2019) but were generally 
found to be of old museum specimens that would unlikely be representative of recently caught 
fruit flies, especially in terms of colour, since colours are generally faded. Many of the photos 
were also of low quality. The use of Google image search was limited due to downloaded 
images being limted to a number of 300 and available tools for downloading them being poor. 
Consequently images were downloaded using the Download All Images extension in the 
Firefox browser, using the DuckDuckGo search engine. 
In total 21 612 images were downloaded using this option, to be subsequently manually 
‘culled’ to 1421 images of fruit flies (711 for Ceratitis capitata, 418 for Bactrocera dorsalis, 289 
for Bactrocera tryoni and 3 for Ceratitis cosyra). Due to the limited number of Ceratitis cosyra 
images it was decided not to use this species, despite it being relatively similar in appearance 
to Ceratitis capitata and thus making it desirable to include to improve the trained model’s 
discrimination ability. 
Species were verified to be the correct species as far as was possible, although it is likely that 
some incorrect identification remains due to strong similarities between some species. Many 
images were also duplicated several times, a problem which is more difficult to eliminate 
manually in such a large dataset and which may cause biasing in the neural network – SVM 
model if not removed. Images in which fruit flies were a minor component were cropped to 
reduce background influence The prevalence of dorsal and frontal views of live flies is also a 
concern, as other angles and poses of dead flies are unlikely to be sufficiently represented in 
the dataset. 
Specimens of fruit flies were sought from the Department of Primary Industries and Regional 
Development of Western Australia (Agriculture and Food Division) for model testing and 
training purposes. In this regard, Dr. Sonya Broughton of the Department of Primary Industries 
and Regional Development – Western Australia (Agriculture and Food – Biosecurity) was 
contacted. She arranged for the supply of two separate vials of male and female Medflies for 
the study. This supplemental material was considered to be necessary, since low fruit fly 
activity was expected during the bulk of the project duration and only male Medflies were 
expected to be caught with pheromone lure. This was because the project was mostly 
completed during the winter months when fruit fly activity is lowest. It was therefore expected 
that representative specimens and / or photos were unlikely to be available for model training 
purposes solely through local trapping efforts. 
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Additional images were collected using these specimens as planned. An initial set of 14 photos 
was collected while testing the Arducam IMX298 camera, as well as 63 images using an 
Andonstar V160 electronic microscope for higher resolution images. Due to the time 
consuming nature of collecting images with the microscope, this approach was abandoned 
with a view to resuming it if time permitted at a later date. 
The IMX 298 camera was found to produce relatively poor quality images. This is attributed 
largely to the unrefined hardware and software for this camera, rather than inherent limitations 
of the 16MP resolution. Examples of the best quality images obtained from the Andonstar 
V160 and the IMX 298 at this stage are included in Figure 10 and Figure 11. A zoomed section 
of the image, as indicated with the red box in Figure 11, is included in Figure 12 to demonstrate 
the image quality achieved. Note: Figure 11 was obtained using oblique lighting during camera 
testing and is not representative of the results obtained with the neopixel lighting system, 
which resulted in more reflected light from the base of the trap. 
The adequacy of using a 16MP camera was demonstrated by collecting images with a 
Samsung A7 2017 mobile phone camera, which also has 16MP resolution. A much better 
image was obtained this way, as shown in Figure 13. 
  
Figure 10 Medfly image taken with Andonstar V160 
electronic microscope. 
Figure 11 Image of four Medflies inside a Lynfield 
trap, taken with Arducam IMX 298 camera. 
  
Figure 12 Zoomed section of IMX 298 image, as 
indicated with the red box in Figure 11. 
Figure 13 Medfly image taken in Lynfield trap with a 
Samsung A7 2017 camera at 16MP. 
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5.5.2 Weather data collection 
Python algorithms were developed to collect TPH data from the Bosch BME280 sensor, based 
on start code provided on GitHub (Nicolai 2016), which provided access to sensor readings. 
An initial algorithm was developed for short term readings, constrained only by the sensor 
update rate (between about 27 and 55 ms). This was used to measure noise effects on the 
sensor readings for a test of duration about 10 minutes. The algorithm was subsequently 
implemented with a delay (default 30 seconds) to be able to collect readings over longer 
periods without excessive datapoints. For this option 15 short-interval readings were taken in 
succession to smooth the noisy data stream and the average was recorded with an adjustable 
delay between sets of readings. This algorithm was used to collect readings with 5 second 
delays for about 18 hours, to evaluate drift effects. It was then set up to run for 12 days with a 
30 second delay between readings, to collect real weather data, which could be used for 
modelling purposes. This assembly was placed below an open patio shelter to avoid 
equipment damage, while also attempting to sense real ambient conditions. Due to the late 
stage of the project when this system was developed this data is only suitable for 
demonstration purposes and of limited use for analysing trap data. 
5.6 Communication protocol 
A home WiFi system was used for communicating with the Raspberry Pi 4B over its inbuilt 
WiFi connection to run live demonstrations. Due to the limitations of the camera, remote 
photography could not be implemented. Remote collection of weather data was, however 
implemented successfully as discussed in section 6.2. The Raspberry Pi computer was 
located about 15 m from the WiFi router and remained connected, except for a few WiFi 
outages over the period of data collection. Remote connections to run and check the 
Raspberry Pi computer were made using the secure shell (SSH) protocol. Remote terminals 
were opened to enable interaction with the Raspberry Pi using PuTTY Ver. 0.73 and file 
transfers were achieved using Filezilla Ver. 3.50.0. 
To avoid automatic shutdown of processes that were started through the remote terminal 
terminated upon exiting the PuTTY, the Linux tmux extension was installed and implemented. 
This allowed for the Raspberry Pi to be disconnected from the control computer and to operate 
independently. 
Further investigation of alternative communication options was not done due to inadequate 
time. 
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6 Results and Discussion 
6.1 Build costs 
The total build costs for the project, excluding the 3D printed housing, are as follows: 
Table 5 Costs of equipment specified for construction. 
Equipment Cost (AU$) 
Raspberry Pi 4B 8GB $ 152.95 
Arducam IMX298 camera $ 133.10 
SanDisk Extreme 64GB SD card $ 22.80 
Bosch BME280 PTH sensor $ 8.19 
Adafruit neopixel model 2852 $ 16.06 
74AHCT125 logic level shifter chip $ 0.91 
S.USV Advanced energy management and clock  $ 86.99 
USB powerbank $ 34.95 
Lynfield Traps with TriMedLure $ 8.74 each 
DDVP insecticide cubes $ 10.70 
Cabling (USB and connector cables) $15 approximately 
TOTAL $ 490 
 
The costs reflected in Table 5 are considered to be the maximum cost for construction of the 
fruit fly trap, since cheaper alternatives are available for most components once actual 
resource requirements are established. Examples for possible savings include cheaper 
models of Raspberry Pi, depending on actual computing requirements, a lower capacity SD 
card, cheaper suppliers of Bosch BME280 PTH sensors and power management options other 
than the S.USV power board. 
6.2 Weather monitoring 
6.2.1 Sensor stability readings 
The results for stability readings for Bosch BME280 PTH sensor, to evaluate short and 
medium term noise and drift, are included for a ten minute test in Figure 14. It can be seen 
from this test data that there is high frequency noise within the data of about 0.02 °C on 
average, with a maximum spike of about 0.05 °C at about 455 seconds. Self-heating of about 
0.5 °C over the first 4.5 minutes of the test is also visible, with subsequent fluctuations in 
readings of about 0.1 °C likely to be attributable to real fluctuations in ambient temperature 
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temperatures may be partly explained by the influence of solar radiation, as previously 
mentioned and / or microclimatic differences between these locations. Regional data is not 
considered to be representative of local data but is indicative of the expected temperature 
trend. 
A comparison of fruit fly trapping (details reported in Section 6.3) data and Perth Airport 
weather data for the trapping period in Figure 19 shows that fruit flies tend to be trapped soon 
after the onset of increasing daily maximum temperatures. This is consistent with observations 
reported in the literature review (Duyck & Quilici 2002), although based on a very small 
dataset. 
 
Figure 17 Graph of approximately 30 second interval PTH data from te Bosch BME280 sensor between 30 
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Figure 18 Comparison of daily weather data for Perth Airport and Bosch BME280 sensor data. 
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6.3 Medfly trapping 
The trapping record for the test Medfly trap is included in Table 6. Trapping started late in the 
project due to a long delay in obtaining permission from USQ due to health and safety 
concerns associated with DDVP (Dichlorvos) insecticide cubes that are used with the Lynfield 
trap and are considered to be hazardous. The trap was hung on the 3 August 2020 but the 
first Medflies were only caught on 30 August 2020. This was consistent with expectations that 
few Medflies would be caught during the winter. During September and October more insects 
were trapped, as can be seen in Table 6 and Figure 20, with a total of 18 recorded by 12 
October 2020. During rainy weather trap inspections were not done but the trap was checked 
on most dry days. Due to the lack of a functioning camera, the system could not be fully 
implemented to collect images on a remotely as intended. 
Table 6 Record of fly trapping observations. 
Date and time Number of new Medflies Total Medflies caught 
30 August 2020 11:30 2 2 
12 September 2020 17:40  1 3 
13 September 2020 17:08 1 4 
15 September 2020 16:40 4 8 
23 September 2020 13:30 2 10 
24 September 2020 15:10 0 10 
25 September 2020 12:12 4 14 
27 September 2020 13:41 0 14 
30 September 2020 17:43 0 14 
02 October 2020 13:11 0 14 
05 October 2020 09:47 1 15 
08 October 2020 09:28 2 17 
10 October 2020 18:32 0 17 
11 October 2020 18:34 0 17 
12 October 2020 17:40 1 18 
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Figure 20 Medfly trapping data (monitoring event totals and cumulative totals). 
6.4 Insect detection & identification 
As discussed in section 5.5, the OpenCV Simple Blob Detector was used to detect Medflies 
after a process of elimination. Initial results using test flies provided for the project yielded 
relatively good success, as shown in Figure 21. No false negatives occurred and one false 
positive occurred due to the shadow of one Medfly after some trial and error changes in the 
settings for the Simple Blob Detector algorithm. The false positive was on a shadow of 
approximately the same size and hue as a fruit fly, as well as mimicking the shape of the fruit 
fly relatively accurately due to the angle of lighting. Further refinement of the imaging system 
and the trap may allow 100% discrimination if lighting conditions are suitable and repeatable, 
although species identification with a deep learning model is not possible until better images 
can be obtained and extracted for comparison. 
During the project it was observed that false positives and negatives were more problematic 
than initial indications suggested, once other debris was included in the image and if 
illumination wasn’t optimal. The last image taken of the field test trap was processed with the 
Simple Blob Detector again to illustrate likely performance under field conditions (with a clear 
trap background) and the results were less encouraging. There were 6 false negatives and 7 
false positives, with a total of 12 Medflies correctly detected. The output of the Simple Blob 
Detector for this test is shown in Figure 22 and the settings used are captured in the modified 
blob detector algorithm in Appendix B. 
Early in the project it was thought that better light control would be achieved with active lighting 
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impediment to obtaining good quality images. In an attempt to eliminate this reflected light 
interference, a black background was considered to be a potential solution. It was thought that 
a black background would also mask the buildup of dark particulates that were observed in 
the test trap (visible in Figure 22) and which were producing false positives during testing of 
the Simple Blob Detector algorithm. Tests were done with black spray paint and black 
cardboard but these materials still resulted in excessive back reflection of light from the 
neopixel LEDs, as can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24. 
Although it may still be possible to obtain a less reflective background with a better black 
coating, that will eliminate enough back reflection, it was decided to investigate the 
effectiveness of a deflection screen in front of the neopixel LED ring. A screen was designed 
as part of the equipment housing in Autodesk Fusion360, in the form of a cone (see Figure 
25). The cone angle was designed at 70 degrees to ensure that it would not interfere with the 
field of view of the lens, particularly with respect to the target area of the trap. This angle was 
also expected to be effective at reflecting light off the sides onto the sides of the trap to produce 
a more diffuse and oblique indirect illumination source, if the screen’s upper surface were 
sufficiently reflective (metallic coating or 3D printed in white). 
 
Figure 21 Blob detection results for the same image as Figure 11 (Note 
blobs marked as fine red circles). 
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Figure 22 Final image of field test trap, processed with Simple Blob 
Detector. (Note blobs marked as fine red circles). 
 
Figure 23 Black spray-painted base of Lynfield trap, still showing high 
back reflectance. 
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Figure 24 Lynfield trap lined with black cardboard, showing less reflection but similar luminosity to fruit flies 
in some areas. 
 
Figure 25 Revised design showing the light deflector below the neopixel ring light source. 
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Due to the poor selectivity of the Simple Blob Detector, other image processing alternatives 
were sought to identify fruit flies but with little success. An example of detection ability using 
the SIFT algorithm is show in Figure 26, where the green lines show matching of keypoints 
between the reference image (which was extracted from the detection image) and the 
detection image. Only the reference fruit fly was detected and others were not. Other image 
detection algorithms, such as SURF or BRISK, were also considered but the unsatisfactory 
performance of the SIFT algorithm for this work suggested that this would be futile, since the 
SIFT algorithm was found to be the overall best performer by Tareen & Saleem (2018). 
Notably the patent on the SIFT algorithm had recently expired, making it a viable option for 
open source software development if fit for purpose. 
 
Figure 26 Evaluation of SIFT algorithm for Medfly detection, only identifying the fly used for the reference image. 
The objective of automated species identification could not be achieved due to the reasons 
outlined in section 5.5. This was partly due to excessive time and effort expended on 
attempting to obtain useful images from the Arducam IMX298 camera but also due to the 
reasons previously stated with respect to implementation of the algorithm developed by Valan 
et al. (2019). The inherent challenges of learning Python, OpenCV and Tensorflow 
simultaneously to the rest of the project and having to update software written for substantially 
different versions of these software platforms also caused delays. 
For the training dataset intended to train the deep learning model of Valan et al. (2019), a total 
of 1421 fruit fly images were extracted from a larger dataset, of which 711 were of Medflies. 
Due to the labour-intensive process of preparing this dataset, its preparation was stopped 
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would reduce its size further. The lack of diversity in the angles from which flies were 
photographed or poses that would be suitable for identifying dead flies, also meant that the 
training set would probably be a poor training dataset and that effort would be better spent 
elsewhere for the remainder of the project. 
7 Conclusions 
The limitations of the Arducam IMX 298 camera and difficulties with integration of Python 2 
and Python 3 code, as well as incompatibility of some code between different versions of 
OpenCV and Tensorflow created various complications. Difficulty in obtaining parts due to 
COVID-19, both due to product scarcity and freight delays, was also problematic. 
Despite these limitations, the PTH sensor was successfully implemented and a 
communication algorithm was also created to email collated PTH and Medfly count results to 
a designated email address, which could be used in practice as a data collection strategy. 
This data format requires low-bandwidth and little additional programming and could use either 
WiFi, where feasible, or LoRa or Narrow Band IoT protocols for more geographically dispersed 
systems, which would be typical in large-scale horticulture and agriculture. 
The power and time management hat for the Raspberry Pi could not be implemented in the 
available time. The lack of an English manual contributed to this. The Raspberry Pi’s time was 
set over the WiFi system nonetheless, allowing the system to function as intended to collect 
continuous weather data. It was not possible to shut down and restart the Raspberry Pi 
computer without the power and time management hat. With additional time it is expected that 
the power and time management functions will be successfully implemented as intended 
without excessive complications. 
Despite the limitations, a partially successful implementation of the aims and objectives of the 
project were achieved. Reasonable discrimination of Medflies from background was achieved 
from sample photos using the OpenCV Simple Blob Detector algorithm. Although accuracy is 
limited, this method is considered to be potentially useful to search for fruit flies if it is allowed 
to generate more false positives and no false negatives. In such an instance blobs could then 
be extracted as individual image frames to then be fed through a convolutional neural network 
based algorithm for positive identification. This approach would have to be verified and 
optimised experimentally. 
In hindsight the project aims and objectives were ambitious, given the learning requirements 
involved and the time available, particularly considering all the technical and logistical 
complications which occurred, including significant delays in obtaining parts due to COVID-19 
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freight delays and shortages of items, as well as slow responses from Arducam regarding 
camera setup. Despite the setbacks, further effort to develop the project in the future would 
still be considered worthwhile given its potential benefits. 
8 Recommendations 
Prior to expending further effort on development and implementation, a fully functional 
identification algorithm should be tested against images taken with a more reliable 16MP 
camera. This should be done with images taken against a black background with optimal 
illumination, to ensure that a 16MP camera captures adequate detail for definitive 
identification. This is the major potential flaw in the conceptual system design and needs to 
be eliminated before additional time and expense can be justified. There was insufficient time 
during the project to pursue this option, although images taken with the Samsung A7 2017 
mobile phone would be a suitable benchmark using a suitably configured trap and lighting. 
Future development of the project is strongly dependent on obtaining a suitable camera and 
control software to collect suitable quality images remotely. Through communication with 
Arducam it was revealed that a new USB video device class (UVC) version of the IMX298 
camera would be released and that it would be capable of the image processing functions that 
the current model (used for the project) lacks. Consideration should be given to evaluating this 
model when it is released, as well as searching for other alternatives as new models are 
released by different manufacturers, provided that 16MP images are demonstrated to be 
adequate for identification. 
If the above limitations can be overcome, LoRa technology should be evaluated as a potential 
communication protocol, as it generally conforms the design philosophy of the project. Since 
LoRa is a non-subscription radio communication system and transmission equipment is 
available at competitive costs, as well as software being open source, it is considered to be a 
strong candidate for meeting all project objectives if implemented with the rest of the platform. 
Implementation of LoRa would likely require modifications to the housing design, depending 
on which hat is selected, although they would likely not be major. 
A suitable power and time management hat should be implemented to enable automated 
battery charging and real time clock operations, possibly a cheaper model than the S.USV 
model obtained for development. Addition of a suitable solar charging capability would be 
necessary for field implementation and could be integrated through this system. Sizing of a 
solar panel would depend on the overall energy requirements for standby, data collection, 
processing and transmission. These specifications could only be determined reliably once the 
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rest of the hardware and software is fully functional, as processing time will be a major factor 
in determining daily energy requirements. 
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ENG4111/4112 Research Project 
Project Specification 
For:  Pierre Rousseau 
Title:  Automatic identification of insect pests in traps 
Major:   Mechatronic Engineering 
Supervisors: Craig Lobsey 
Enrollment: ENG4111 – EXT S1, 2020 
  ENG4112 – EXT S2, 2020 
 
Project Aim: To develop a machine vision system for automatic detection of insects 
in pest control traps. 
 
Programme: Version 1, 18th March 2020 
1.  Conduct initial background research on beneficial, exotic and endemic insect 
pests of interest to Australian agriculture, biosecurity, and ecosystems. 
Identify a suitable target species and application. 
2. Review existing trapping systems, detection systems and machine vision 
hardware and software technology. 
3. Conceptualise a suitable configuration for insect trapping and detection and 
establish technical requirements. 
4. Assess hardware requirements for necessary capability and costs. 
5. Select hardware and a suitable software development environment. 
6. Construct an initial prototype to facilitate data collection. 
7. Develop a machine vision algorithm for insect counting / identification. 
8.  
9. Deploy the prototype and algorithms at a suitable location and record data for 
evaluation 
10. Process and evaluate experimental data. 
If time and resource permit: 
11. Refine detection and data processing algorithms, depending on what is 
achieved earlier. 
12. Develop more sophisticated (possibly wireless) download options. 
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Appendix B 
Workflow & Schedule and Risk Assessment 
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B.1 
WORKFLOW AND SCHEDULE 
The proposed workflow is summarised below: 
• Obtain a Raspberry Pi Zero computer, camera and temperature / relative humidity 
sensor and assemble them.  
• Download all required software and upload and initialise it on the Raspberry Pi. 
• Download training images from the internet. 
• Develop hardware integration and data capture algorithms. 
• Implement algorithms to extract individual insect images and optimise them for image 
classification purposes using Python and OpenCV. It was envisaged that this would 
include some background removal, resizing to appropriate dimensions and 
enhancement of lighting. Other algorithms that could improve classification 
performance would also be considered. 
• Import optimised images for model training. 
• Process available images of Medfly, and potentially other images, to train the 
automated image classification algorithm of Valan et al. (2019). Make changes to the 
algorithm if necessary. 
• Design the housing and include additional electronic components, such as LED 
illumination to be used within the lid of the Lynfield trap to ensure good quality 
photographs. 
• Implement an algorithm to record insect counts and temperature, relative humidity and 
pressure data. 
• Optional GPS and power management hats may be attached if time permits, with a 
view to developing the unit for remote deployment. 
• If time permits, add data transmission hardware and implement an appropriate data 
transfer protocol on the selected hardware, to transmit collected data to a central 
computer. 
• Add additional design elements if time permits, such as a self-cleaning option and / or 
an attractant / insecticide dispensing system. 
• Process collected data and evaluate it. 
• Complete write-up of dissertation. 
• Prepare presentation. 
A Gantt chart of the work is included in Figure 27, taking account of the proposed workflow.  
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Figure 27 Gantt chart of project schedule and workflow. 
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Appendix C 
Software 
Note: All applicable file names are listed within the algorithms. 
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C.1 
Main control algorithm 
# File: MAINemail.py 
# Date: 21 September 2020 
# Description: Main control algorithm for automated fruit fly trap. 
# Author: P. Rousseau. 
# Modifications: None. 
 










#Run the TPH sensor code and write csv file for TPH readings 
TPH = subprocess.run(["sudo" , "python3" , "python-bme280-master/TPHtcsv.py"], 
check=True) 
 




#subprocess.run(["sudo" , "python3" , "../MIPI_Camera/RPI/ISP/CAMERA.py"]) #Activate 
image collection and processing. Disabled. 
 
subprocess.run(["sudo" , "python3" , "../MIPI_Camera/RPI/ISP/flash_off.py"]) #Activate 
image collection and processing. 
 
subprocess.run(["sudo" , "python3" , "Blob_detector_CV2_calibrated.py"]) #Activate image 




fields: list = [] 
row: list = [] 
 
with open('bme280out.csv', 'r') as csvTPH: 
    TPHfile = csv.reader(csvTPH) 
    TPHlist = list(TPHfile) 
    #print(TPHlist) 
with open('flycount.csv', 'r') as csvfly: 
    flyfile = csv.reader(csvfly) 
    flylist= list(flyfile) 
    #print(flylist) 
 
with open('output.csv', 'w') as outfile: 
    output = csv.writer(outfile) 
     
    fields = TPHlist[0] + flylist[0] 
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    output.writerow(fields) 
     
    for item in range(1,len(TPHlist)): 
        row = TPHlist[item] + flylist[item] 
        output.writerow(row) 
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C.2 
Bosch BME280 TPH sensor control algorithm 
# File: TPHtcsv_multi.py 
# Date: 21 September 2020 
# Description: Control algorithm for Bosch BME280 temperature, pressure, humidity sensor. 
#              Records clock time and, after a set delay (default 30 seconds) a set number  
#              of separate measurements (default 15) is averaged and recorded. 
#              Results are saved to a csv file with default name "bme280out.csv". 
# Author: P. Rousseau, all new code except for start code by C. Nicolai, as included below. 
# Modifications: All except for start code provided. 
 







#    bme = bme280.Bme280() 
#    bme.set_mode(bme280.MODE_FORCED) 
#    t, p, h = bme.get_data() 
#    print("Temperature: %f °C" % t) 
#    print("Pressure: %f P" % p) 
#    print("Humidity: %f %%" % h) 
 
#if __name__ == '__main__': 
#    main() 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
#End Demo Code 
 
import bme280 
import time #To add delay and time of day. 
import csv 
 
interrupt = False 
intervals = 15 #Number of measurements to average. 
 
delay = 30 #Delay between measurements in seconds. 
 
#CSV code examples from https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/writing-csv-files-in-python/ used 
to develop csv output. 
fields = ['Local time' , 'Temperature C' , 'Pressure Pa' , 'Rel-humidity %'] 
filenm = "bme280out.csv" #Name of csv file 
 
def main(): 
    bme = bme280.Bme280() 
    bme.set_mode(bme280.MODE_FORCED) 
    t, p, h = bme.get_data() 
#     print(f'Temperature: {t}') 
#     print(f'Pressure: {p}') 
#     print(f'Humidity: {h}') 
    return [t, p, h] 
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if __name__ == '__main__': 
     
#Create csv file with headings and first row of data. 
    tT, pT, hT = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 #Reinitialise totals 
    #time.sleep(delay)          
    for i in range(intervals): #To obtain average of specified number of measurements. PR 
        t, p, h = main() 
        #time.sleep(0.3)   #Delay to reduce data flow 
        tT += t 
        pT += p 
        hT += h  
        #print(tT, pT, hT) 
        if i == intervals-1: #Calculate average of summed intervals 
            t = tT/intervals 
            p = pT/intervals 
            h = hT/intervals 
            loctime = time.localtime() #Based on python time module reference 
            loctime = time.asctime(loctime) 
            print(f'Local time {loctime}, Temp {round(t,2)} C, Pres {round(p,0)} Pa, Hum 
{round(h,2)}%') 
            vals = [loctime,t, p, h] 
            with open(filenm, 'w') as csvfile: #Write averaged values to csv file 
                csvwriter = csv.writer(csvfile) 
                csvwriter.writerow(fields)                 
                csvwriter.writerow(vals) #Function appends rows instead of writing only one. 
 
interrupt = False 
#Append csv file with new data. 
while interrupt == False: 
    try: 
        tT, pT, hT = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 #Reinitialise totals 
        time.sleep(delay)          
        for i in range(intervals): #To obtain average of specified number of measurements. PR 
            t, p, h = main() 
            #time.sleep(0.3)   #Delay to reduce data flow 
            tT += t 
            pT += p 
            hT += h  
            #print(tT, pT, hT) 
            if i == intervals-1: #Calculate average of summed intervals 
                t = tT/intervals 
                p = pT/intervals 
                h = hT/intervals 
                loctime = time.localtime() #Based on python time module reference 
                loctime = time.asctime(loctime) 
                print(f'Local time {loctime}, Temp {round(t,2)} C, Pres {round(p,0)} Pa, Hum 
{round(h,2)}%') 
                vals = [loctime,t, p, h] 
                with open(filenm, 'a', newline = '') as csvfile: #Write averaged values to csv file 
                    csvwriter = csv.writer(csvfile) 
                    #csvwriter.writerow(fields)                 
                    csvwriter.writerow(vals) #Function appends rows instead of writing only one. 
                    #csvwriter.writerows(rows) #To be implemented if multiple readings are 
recorded 
    except KeyboardInterrupt: #Escapes and saves file using "Ctrl + C". 
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        interrupt = True 
print('\nFile saved') 
 
#    t , p , h = [tT, pT, hT]/intervals      
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C.3 
Algorithm to switch on neopixel lighting 
# File: flash_on.py 
# Date: 07 September 2020 
# Description: Switch on Adafruit neopixel 12 LED ring with white light at 0.5 brightness. 
# Author: P. Rousseau. 
# Modifications: Modified from code provided at https://learn.adafruit.com/neopixels-on-
raspberry-pi/python-usage (web page version 12 Sept 2014) 
 





# Choose an open pin connected to the Data In of the NeoPixel strip, i.e. board.D18 
# NeoPixels must be connected to D10, D12, D18 or D21 to work. 
pixel_pin = board.D18 
 
# The number of NeoPixels 
num_pixels = 12 
 
# The order of the pixel colors - RGB or GRB. Some NeoPixels have red and green reversed! 
# For RGBW NeoPixels, simply change the ORDER to RGBW or GRBW. 
ORDER = neopixel.RGBW 
 
pixels = neopixel.NeoPixel( 
    pixel_pin, num_pixels, brightness=0.5, auto_write=False, pixel_order=ORDER 
) 
while True: 
    # Comment this line out if you have RGBW/GRBW NeoPixels 
    #pixels.fill((255, 0, 0)) 
    # Uncomment this line if you have RGBW/GRBW NeoPixels 
    pixels.fill((0, 0, 0, 255)) 
    pixels.show() 
 
    break 
 
#     rainbow_cycle(0.001)  # rainbow cycle with 1ms delay per step 
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C.4 
Algorithm to switch off neopixel lighting 
# File: flash_off.py 
# Date: 07 September 2020 
# Description: Switch off Adafruit neopixel 12 LED ring. 
# Author: P. Rousseau. 
# Modifications: Modified from code provided at https://learn.adafruit.com/neopixels-on-
raspberry-pi/python-usage (web page version 12 Sept 2014) 
 





# Choose an open pin connected to the Data In of the NeoPixel strip, i.e. board.D18 
# NeoPixels must be connected to D10, D12, D18 or D21 to work. 
pixel_pin = board.D18 
 
# The number of NeoPixels 
num_pixels = 12 
 
# The order of the pixel colors - RGB or GRB. Some NeoPixels have red and green reversed! 
# For RGBW NeoPixels, simply change the ORDER to RGBW or GRBW. 
ORDER = neopixel.RGBW 
 
pixels = neopixel.NeoPixel( 






    pixels.fill((0, 0, 0, 0)) 
    pixels.show() 
     
    break 
 
#     rainbow_cycle(0.001)  # rainbow cycle with 1ms delay per step 
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C.5 
Modified Camera Control Algorithm 
# File: CAMERA.py 
# Date: 7 September 2020 
# Description: Control algoritm used for Arducam camera. 
# Author: P. Rousseau. 
# Modifications: Modified version of preview.py demo file, located in the RPI/ISP folder of the 
MIPI_camera installation folder. 






import arducam_mipicamera as arducam 
import v4l2 #sudo pip install v4l2 
import time 
import numpy as np 
import cv2 
import os 
from isp_lib import * 
 
os.system("sudo python3 flash_on.py") 
 
def set_controls(camera): 
    try: 
        print("Reset the focus...") 
        camera.reset_control(v4l2.V4L2_CID_FOCUS_AUTO) # 
(v4l2.V4L2_CID_FOCUS_ABSOLUTE) changed by P Rousseau 
        time.sleep(6) #Added to improve autofocus P Rousseau 
    except Exception as e: 
        print(e) 
        print("The camera may not support this control.")  #This error is printed but it appears 
that Autofocus is working. P Rousseau 
 
    try: 
        print("Enable Auto Exposure...") 
        camera.software_auto_exposure(enable = True) 
        print("Enable Auto White Balance...") 
        camera.software_auto_white_balance(enable = True) 
    except Exception as e: 
         print(e) 
 
def resize(frame, dst_width=1000): #Changed from 640 P Rousseau 
    height = frame.shape[0] 
    width = frame.shape[1] 
 
    scale = (dst_width * 1.0) / width 
    return cv2.resize(frame, (int(scale * width), int(scale * height)))  
 
 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
    try: 
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        camera = arducam.mipi_camera() 
        print("Open camera...") 
        camera.init_camera() 
        _isp = isp(camera.camera_instance) 
        print("Setting the mode...") 
        camera.set_mode(0) 
        fmt = camera.get_format() 
        fmt = (fmt["width"], fmt["height"]) 
        print("Current resolution is {}".format(fmt)) 
        set_controls(camera) 
 
        start_time = time.time() 
        do_change = True 
        while True: 
            data = camera.capture(encoding = 'raw') 
            # Use different variable names to avoid memory being released 
            frame = arducam.unpack_raw10_to_raw8(data.buffer_ptr, fmt[0], fmt[1]) 
            frame = cv2.cvtColor(frame.as_array.reshape((fmt[1], fmt[0])), 
cv2.COLOR_BAYER_RG2BGR) 
            _isp.run_awb(frame) 
            _isp.run_ae(frame) 
 
            disp = resize(frame) 
 
            cv2.imshow("Arducam", disp) 
            ret = cv2.waitKey(10) 
            if ret == ord('q'): 
                break 
 
            if time.time() - start_time >= 5 and do_change: 
                do_change = False 
                camera.set_mode(3)  #Changed to Mode 3 for high resolution image PRousseau 
                fmt = camera.get_format() 
                fmt = (fmt["width"], fmt["height"]) 
                start_time = time.time() 
            if time.time() - start_time >= 5 and not do_change: 
                cv2.imwrite("Test.jpg", frame) #Need to add a routine to check for max number of 
files (to free storage memory) and auto increment number PRousseau 
                time.sleep(3) #Delay for preview inserted by P Rousseau 
                break 
 
        print("Close camera...")  #Moved from below (see comment) P Rousseau 
        camera.close_camera() 
         
        #Enter code for OpenCV calculations here. P Rousseau 
  
        # Release memory 
        del frame 
        del data 
        #Move close camera above release memory from here P Rousseau 
    except Exception as e: 
        print(e) 
time.sleep(1)         
os.system("sudo python3 flash_off.py") 
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C.6 
Simple Blob Detector input file - calibrated 
# File: Blob_detector_CV2_calibrated.py 
# Date: 18 July 2020 installed version of OpenCV 
# Description: Calibrated OpenCV Simple Blob Detector input file. 
# Author: P. Rousseau using code examples from references listed below. 
# Modifications: Included and updated adjustable parameters as necessary. Implemented 
export function for number of keypoints counted (assumed to be flies). 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 





#Code modified from https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8076889/how-to-use-opencv-
simpleblobdetector 
 
# Standard imports 
import cv2 
import numpy as np 
import csv #CSV code exemples from https://geeksforgeeks.org/writing-csv-files-in-python/ 
 
field = ['Number of flies'] 
 
# Read image 
im = cv2.imread("images/camera_output.jpg", cv2.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE) #The ouput 
image file generated by the camera should be referenced here. 
#im = cv2.equalizeHist(im) #Equalize histogram to improve dynamic range. 
#im = cv2.blur(im, ksize = (40,40)) 
# Setup SimpleBlobDetector parameters. 
params = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector_Params() 
 
# Change thresholds 
params.thresholdStep = 1 
params.minThreshold = 40 
params.maxThreshold = 160 
 
# Filter by colour (reported as broken in https://www.learnopencv.com/blob-detection-using-
opencv-python-c/) 
#params.filterByColor = True 
#params.blobColor = 100 
 
# Filter by Area. 
params.filterByArea = True 
params.minArea = 4000 
 
# Filter by Circularity 
params.filterByCircularity = True 
params.minCircularity = 0.1 
params.maxCircularity = 0.3 
 
# Filter by Convexity 
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params.filterByConvexity = True 
params.minConvexity = 0.4 
#params.maxConvexity = 0.8 
 
# Filter by Inertia 
params.filterByInertia = True 
params.minInertiaRatio = 0.1 
 
# Create a detector with the parameters 
detector = cv2.SimpleBlobDetector_create(params) 
 
# Detect blobs. 
keypoints = detector.detect(im) 
 
# Draw detected blobs as red circles. 
# cv2.DRAW_MATCHES_FLAGS_DRAW_RICH_KEYPOINTS ensures 
# the size of the circle corresponds to the size of blob 
 
im_with_keypoints = cv2.drawKeypoints(im, keypoints, np.array([]), (0,0,255), 
cv2.DRAW_MATCHES_FLAGS_DRAW_RICH_KEYPOINTS) 
 






print(f'The number of keypoints is {len(keypoints)}') 
 
val = [len(keypoints)] 
 
with open('flycount.csv', 'w') as csvfile: #Based on https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/writing-csv-
files-in-python/ 
    csvwriter = csv.writer(csvfile) 
    csvwriter.writerow(field) 
    csvwriter.writerow(val) 
    #Use csvwriter.writerow(rows) to store multiple readings. 
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C.7 
Feature extraction and identification algorithm 
# File: feature_extraction_and_SVM_py3.py. Original filename 
feature_extraction_and_SVM.py 
# Date: 31 August 2020 
# Description: Modified version of insect identification algorithm for Python 3. Runs but has 
not been checked for correct operation. 
#              Original data downloaded from: https://github.com/valanm/off-the-shelf-insect-
identification 
# Author: Valan et al. 2019 modified by P. Rousseau. 
# Modifications: Processed through Python 2to3 and manually updated as required. 
 
import tensorflow as tf 
from tensorflow import keras  #Added PRousseau 
 




import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
 
import os 
import numpy as np 
 
from sklearn.svm import SVC, LinearSVC 
from sklearn.metrics import accuracy_score 
from sklearn.model_selection import StratifiedKFold 
 
from tensorflow.keras.models import Sequential, Model                              #Added tf as 
keras is now part of tensorflow 
from tensorflow.keras.preprocessing.image import ImageDataGenerator 
from tensorflow.keras.layers import GlobalAveragePooling2D, GlobalMaxPooling2D 
from tensorflow.keras.applications.vgg16 import VGG16 
 
def save_all_features(nb_samples, source="images", dest="features", input_size = (416, 
416), batch_size=6): 
     
    """ 
    This function extracts features after every MaxPool layer in VGG16. 
        Input: 
            - nb_samples - total number of images you have  
            - source     - directory whit images as shown below: 
                           - images: 
                                -class 0: 
                                    - im 0 
                                    - im 1 
                                    - im 2... 
                                -class 1: 
                                    - im 0 
                                    - im 1..., 
            - dest       - save features to this directory 
            - input_size - image size in pixels 
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            - batch_size - number of images per epoch (larger input_size requires smaller 
batches) 
         
        Output:  
            saves to "dest" directory: 
                - X - features 
                - Y - labels 
                - filenames  
    """ 
     
    # check if the directory exists, and if not make it 
    if not os.path.exists(dest): 
        os.makedirs(dest) 
     
    # define image height and width 
    (img_height, img_width) = input_size 
     
    # build the VGG16 network and extract features after every MaxPool layer 
    model = VGG16(weights='imagenet', include_top=False) 
     
    c1 = model.layers[-16].output  
    c1 = GlobalAveragePooling2D()(c1)        
 
    c2 = model.layers[-13].output 
    c2 = GlobalAveragePooling2D()(c2)        
 
    c3 = model.layers[-9].output 
    c3 = GlobalAveragePooling2D()(c3)        
 
    c4 = model.layers[-5].output 
    c4 = GlobalAveragePooling2D()(c4)        
 
    c5 = model.layers[-1].output 
    c5 = GlobalAveragePooling2D()(c5)        
 
    model = Model(inputs=model.input, outputs=(c1,c2,c3,c4,c5)) 
     
    # define image generator without augmentation 
    datagen = ImageDataGenerator(rescale=1./255.)     
    generator = datagen.flow_from_directory( 
            source, 
            target_size=(img_height, img_width), 
            batch_size=batch_size, 
            class_mode="sparse", 
            shuffle=False) 
     
    # generate and save features, labels and respective filenames 
    steps = nb_samples/batch_size+1 
    X = model.predict_generator(generator,steps) 
    Y = np.concatenate([generator.next()[1] for i in range(0, generator.samples, batch_size)]) 
    names = generator.filenames 
 
    for n, i in enumerate(X): 
        with open(dest+"X-"+str(img_height)+"-c"+str(n+1)+"-AVG.npy", 'w') as f: 
                np.save(f, i) 
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    if not os.path.exists(dest+"Y.npy"): 
        with open(dest+"Y.npy"  , 'w') as f: 
            np.save(f, Y) 
    if not os.path.exists(dest+"filenames.npy"): 
        with open(dest+"filenames.npy"  , 'w') as f: 
            np.save(f, names) 
 
def kfoldSVM_on_features(X, Y): 
    # define 10-fold cross validation test harness 
    kfold = StratifiedKFold(n_splits=10, shuffle=True, random_state=555) 
    cvscores, splits = [],[] 
    for train, test in kfold.split(X, Y): 
        clf = LinearSVC(C=1.0, loss='squared_hinge', penalty='l2',multi_class='ovr') 
        clf.fit(X[train], Y[train]) 
        y_pred = clf.predict(X[test]) 
        acc = accuracy_score(Y[test],y_pred)*100 
        cvscores.append(acc) 
        splits.append((Y[test], y_pred)) 
    print(("Accuracy score averaged across 10 kfolds %.2f%% (+/- %.2f%%)" % 
(np.mean(cvscores), np.std(cvscores)))) 
    
 
def evaluate(dest="features", size=416, strategy = "-AVG"): 
    # 
    size = str(size) 
    l1 = np.load(dest+"X-"+size+"-c1"+strategy+".npy") 
    l2 = np.load(dest+"X-"+size+"-c2"+strategy+".npy") 
    l3 = np.load(dest+"X-"+size+"-c3"+strategy+".npy") 
    l4 = np.load(dest+"X-"+size+"-c4"+strategy+".npy") 
    l5 = np.load(dest+"X-"+size+"-c5"+strategy+".npy") 
    a_all = np.concatenate([l1,l2,l3,l4,l5], 1) 
     
    X =[l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, a_all] 
     
    Y = np.load(dest +"Y.npy") 
     
    for n, x in enumerate(X): 
        print() 
        if n==5: 
            print("fused features across all conv blocks") 
        else: 
            print("conv block", n+1)  
        print("without normalization") 
        kfoldSVM_on_features(x, Y) 
        print("with square root normalization") 
        x = np.sqrt(np.abs(x)) * np.sign(x) 
        kfoldSVM_on_features(x, Y) 
 
input_size = (416,416) 
nb_samples = 240  
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print("evaluating dataset with input size", input_size, "and GlobalAveragePooling2D") 
 
evaluate(dest="./features/", size=input_size[0]) 
